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It is not hard to fathom who on Earth possesses both the resources and the motivation to
coordinate multiple, horrific militant attacks, ending scores of lives and provoking both fear
and anger on a global scale such as seen during the recent Ramadan attacks that unfolded
in France, Tunisia, Kuwait, and reportedly in China’s western Xinjiang region.

Only  a  few  nations  on  Earth  possess  the  operational  capacity  to  run  coordinated,
multinational operations such as this. Only one axis among them has the motivation to do
so.

The Attacks 

In Tunisia, nearly 30 were killed in a brazen attack targeting British tourists with assault
rifles.  Tunisia,  which  had  been  for  years  a  bastion  of  stability  in  an  otherwise  troubled
region, saw street demonstrations and violence during 2011 amid the wider US-engineered
“Arab Spring” which sought to overturn regional political orders in favor of those selected by
Wall  Street  and  Washington.  After  briefly  ousting  Zine  El  Abidine  Ben  Ali  from  power,  his
allies appear to have made a comeback. With their rise back to power, Al Qaeda and now
the so-called “Islamic State” (ISIS) have conveniently stepped up operations within the
country to match.

Tunisia is in close proximity to Libya, a nation destroyed by NATO’s intervention in 2011,
and one that has become a hotbed of terrorist activity, particularly in the nation’s eastern
most region where the US has been literally running weapons to Al Qaeda militants both in
Libya and as far as Syria via NATO-member Turkey. With US-backed terrorists flowing from
Libya to as far as Syria, it is clear that this terrorist nexus possesses the necessary logistics
to carry out operations in neighboring Tunisia as well.

Another 27 were killed when a Saudi national with a bomb strapped to himself detonated it
at  a  Shia’a  mosque  in  Kuwait.  This  fits  a  recent  pattern  where  what  little  Al  Qaeda/ISIS
activity that exists in Saudi Arabia and other Persian Gulf autocracies, is aimed not at the
ruling regimes – all stalwart, long-standing allies of the United States and Great Britain – but
against Shia’a targets in what is a clear escalation of a proxy war targeting Iran and its
regional allies.

A bizarre murder unfolded in France as well, with a suspect apparently decapitating his
employer and leaving the severed head at a chemical plant he attempted to crash a vehicle
into. The suspect had been well known to security agencies for previous terrorist activity,
but allowed, perhaps even coaxed to carry out this latest, fatal attack – a familiar pattern
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that  fits  nearly  all  terrorist  attacks carried out  in  Europe and North America,  including the
most recent attacks proceeding this latest episode in France itself.

And  finally,  in  China’s  Xinjiang  region,  the  US
State Department’s “Radio Free Asia” reported at least 18 were killed in an attack carried
out by Uighur terrorists. As a side note, the US State Department added in a tasteless
attempt to justify the terrorism, claiming that:

Turkic-speaking minority Uyghurs have complained about pervasive ethnic discrimination,
religious repression, and cultural suppression by Chinese authorities.

Despite this, it is confirmed that Uighur terrorists have joined the ranks of ISIS in Syria, have
received training, and are returning home to China to carry out terrorist attacks. The Lowy
Institute’s Interpreter magazine in an article titled, “Tough choices for Beijing following
execution of Chinese ISIS militants,” admits:

The involvement of Chinese citizens in ISIS is increasingly under scrutiny. Just two weeks
ago, Malaysia’s Home Minister confirmed that 300 Chinese militants had used his country as
a  transit  point  to  join  ISIS.  Three  weeks  ago,  Chinese  authorities  arrested  10 Turkish
nationals for providing false passports to alleged terrorists from Xinjiang.

And once again, US support can be found throughout the region in which these terrorists are
based in western China. The US State Department’s National Endowment for Democracy
(NED)  even  goes  as  far  as  listing  China’s  Xinjiang  region  as  “East  Turkistan,”  a  fictional
name for the client state the US and its terrorists hope to carve out of Chinese territory.

The Motivation 

It is clear that ISIS is not carrying out these attacks in the hopes of “winning” its war, but
instead, to seemingly perpetuate it, expand it, and even push it into so-far spared regions of
the planet. The attacks in France and Tunisia served only to anger and frighten European
populations who will  in turn,  only support further foreign wars aimed at “fighting ISIS” but
conveniently accomplishing all of Wall Street and Washington’s other goals along the way.

The attack in Tunisia in particular, was another stroke aimed at the ruling government. The
attacks in Kuwait were aimed directly at the only viable opposition that threatens the US-
backed regime in Kuwait City. Similar attacks have been made in Saudi Arabia itself, aimed
not at the US-proxy regime, but at its opposition.

In China it is clear that the United States supports Uighur terrorists and their ambitions to
carve off a large portion of China to create a client state the US can further strengthen its
encirclement strategy versus Beijing. The US State Department openly funds the political
wings of these terrorist groups and fully backs their separatist rhetoric.
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It appears that only the United States and its hegemonic ambitions stood to gain from the
otherwise senseless violence perpetrated this Ramadan. Its enemies have been directly
attacked,  and  its  allies  given  further  justification  for  military  adventures  abroad.  And  not
coincidentally, it is only the United States and its vast, criminal intelligence community that
possess the operational capacity and network of proxies necessary to organize and execute
such large scale and conveniently timed attacks.

The Ramadan attacks serve as a warning that modern-day imperialism is alive and well. Its
methods of projecting hegemony are both direct and indirect. With terrorism so potent a
weapon, it is assured that this modern empire will continue employing it for as long as it is
profitable.

Tony Cartalucci, Bangkok-based geopolitical researcher and writer, especially for the online
magazine “New Eastern Outlook”.
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